What does the phrase
“squatting native vendors waiting in the dust”
tell the reader?
A. We learn that the vendors sell
their wares only to people who are
on the train. The vendors are clearly waiting patiently for the train’s
arrival. They have no other customers.

The Train
From Rhodesia

What image does “the
sand became the sea”
convey?
A. A sense of vastness is conveyed,
giving the impression that the station is an island in a sea of sand.
What literary technique
is used in the description
of the train as it enters
the station?
A. Personification is used in “The
train called out along the sky,” and
in “whisking a dwindling body
behind it.”
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in the description
of the train as it
enters the station?
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serge — a durable twilled woollen or worsted fabric.
piccanins — (offensive) small black children.
kraal — a traditional African village of huts, typically enclosed by a fence.

IMPLICATIONS OF LITERATURE / UNIT SEVEN

 Point out to students the subtle techniques used by Gordimer to create the setting. The fact that
the dogs are malnourished indicates the extreme poverty of their owners.
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Why is the man
“interrogating the
wheels”?

Why is the man “interrogating the wheels”?
A. He is clearly a railway
official, inspecting the wheels before
allowing the train to continue its run.

What is implied
by the phrase,
“the garden in which
nothing grew”?
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What effect is achieved
by comparing the artists
to “performing animals”? How is this image extended?
A. The effect of the comparison is
to dehumanize the artists. Sadly,
the white people in the train do not
think of them as wholly human. The
effect is extended as the expressions and positions attributed to
the wooden animals and warriors
seem to be repeated in the motions
and actions of the natives.

meat cooking with onion.

What effect
is achieved
by comparing
the artists to
“performing animals”?
How is this image
extended?

What is implied by the
phrase, “the garden in
which nothing grew”?
A. We become aware of the
extreme poverty of the region.
Why are the passengers
described as “suddenly
different, caged faces,
boxed in, cut off”?
A. The passengers are suddenly
seen as zoo animals, cut off from
the vibrant life outside. The difference between black and white,
privileged and underprivileged, is
clearly apparent.

Why are the
passengers described
as “suddenly
different, caged faces,
boxed in, cut off”?

meerkat — a small southern African mongoose.
buck — here, antelope.
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